
Broadform Liability
Why choose 
this insurance

Discovery Questions for the Broker to uncover the client’s needs

Broadform 
Liability
Offer

Which kind of risks do you want to manage when it comes to claims that customers could attempt 
to launch against you?

We pay defence costs related to any statutory enquiry.

Can your business be affected negatively when customers instigate legal claims against you?

Have you observed situations where someone else’s business was negatively affected by a legal 
claim brought on by a customer of theirs?

How can legal and financial assistance during statutory breach safe guard your business?

Do you have permanent legal counsel or a legal department in your business?

Do you think your client base is becoming more informed of their rights in general? 

What is the biggest risk you are exposed to without Broadform Liability Cover?

Client
Benefit

If there is a legal court case,  the business continues, staff keep jobs, and 
unnecessary drain of your company's financial recources are avoided.
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How difficult is it for you to ensure all employees follow all the right procedures and have up to date 
knowledge of the legal pitfalls in delivering a service to your clients?

Protection against errors made by employees or owners.

For the size of your business and not having direct influence on a daily basis on each employee, how 
possible is it for someone to make a mistake when dealing with customers?

As your company grows/employees start to work more remotely, how concerned are you about errors 
made during the course of service delivery which you can not manage daily?

Client
Benefit

Allows the business to continue with service delivery without being overly 
concerned with ad hoc errors. Gives employees the confidence to continue with 
work that there is protection if a court action is lodged against them.
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How are you currently covered for legal costs associated with a claim lodged against you by a client?

Costs and Expenses to defend or investigate a claim.

If you see the kind of claims customers can bring against you, is such an unplanned expense 
something that can affect your business negatively?

Is it important to protect your cash flow overall or can you absorb an expensive/extended ligitigation 
process?

Client
Benefit

Leppard will cover the legal costs in defending you. No 
draining of your financial resources in case of a drawn 
out ligition process protecting the business from a 
potentially large and unplanned expense.
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Your business has differentiating aspects compared to other businesses. Is customising the cover to fit 
with your unique structure/set up important for you?

Limit of indemnity can be on an Aggregate or 
any one claim per annum.

How do you want to build the cover so that it can work for your unique business situation?

Do you have certain areas where you see your business being more exposed to risk than other areas?

Which kind of mistakes could have the biggest financial impact on your business should it occur?

Client
Benefit

The cover can be tailor made to cover you against a one 
off catastrophe or multiple claims.
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Where/Do you have employees living/working abroad and/or travelling abroad?

Can cover an insured for part time, full time and contracting work done anywhere 
in the world.

Are they covered for any service errors or omissions that could lead to a legal claim against your 
business? 

Is it important for you to manage your risk outside the borders of South Africa? 

Are you geared to handle the complexity of an international legal claim against your business?

How do you ensure that your international employees stay up to date with legal requirements required 
in the process of service delivery?

Client
Benefit

No additional administration or arrangements� required for international 
employees simplifying the efforts often required with international cover saving 
you time.
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Each business is unique. What unique risks is your business exposed to?

We have the�skill and capability to write bespoke wordings where�necessary.

In which ways can the policy be tailor made to suit your specific requirements?

Client
Benefit

More complex risks get the benefit of wordings�which can be negotiated to�better 
suit�their needs.
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How is the premium paid?

Premium can be paid Monthly (only authorised brokers), Financed or Annually.

Do you require some flexibility in the payment of the premium to manage�your finances? 

Which payment option could work best to manage your cash flow/financial situation?

Client
Benefit

You can choose the payment option that fits best with your financial situation, 
allowing you to get the protection in all financial  circumstances.
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Which parts of your service to clients could go wrong and negatively affect you?

The cover is�broadform�i.e. non-accidental and responds to claims arising from 
legal liability attaching to the insured e.g. negligence, dereliction of duty, an 
accident.�

Which service errors do your employees most commonly make?

What is your employee turnover rate?

Is it tough to keep all new employees trained and updated with new policies and processes? 

Client
Benefit

The policy responds to a wider range of�circumstances/situations, not just liability 
that attaches due to an accident�which is a limitation common in multiperil type 
insurance Policies.�
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How are you currently covered for legal costs associated with a claim lodged against you by a client?

The Indemnity includes�cover for�costs,�fees�and 
expenses.�

If you see the kind of claims customers can bring against you, is such an unplanned expense 
something that can affect your business negatively?

Is it important to protect your overall cash flow or can you absorb an expensive/extended ligitigation 
process?

Client
Benefit

No draining of your financial resources in case of a�
drawn-out�litigation process protecting the business from 
a potentially large and unplanned expense.
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What kind of support is necessary for you in defending your business against legal action?

Dedicated Claims staff who are professionally qualified.

Does the management of claims affect your productivity?

How much time do these kind of claims by clients take to resolve?

Do you have an internal legal department/role to assist you, in case you are involved in a claim 
against you?

Client
Benefit

Professional consultation to help the insured manage the claim which will ensure 
that no time is wasted in processing your claim.

Will expert legal support, available with the press of a button, reduce pressure for you, in those times 
you are exposed to legal action against you?

If a client initiates legal action against you, would the fact that you have cover, help you to maintain 
a relationship with your client and affect the way you can retain clients in such difficult situations?
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Is your business from time to time exposed to defamation where staff may make written or verbal 
defamatory/insulting comments that can hurt your clients business reputation in the market place? 
(defamation).

Defamation and Wrongful arrest extension is automatically included in our 
standard offering.

How important is it for you to respond quickly and efficiently when a situation like this arises?

Which kind of response is important during slanderous statements made by your company? 

How important is it for you to have the capacity to respond in case one of your employees wrongfully 
arrests or defames someone in the course of their employment?

Client
Benefit

Wrongful arrest is of particular interest to the retail industry. For example: when a 
security guard is outsourced, but works at the retailer. The retailer may be held 
legally liable for the actions of the security guard.
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Are your employees exposed to the possibility of injury from time to time?

Employers liability is automatically included as an 
extension under our Basic Broadform Liability policy. 

Are there any parts of your business where the risk of employee injury is higher than in other areas?

How often do employees get injured during the course of performing their working duties? 

Are there some injuries that could occur in your business that will not be covered by the 
Compensation for Occupational Injuries and Diseases Act?

Client
Benefit

Taking care of your employees by having cover in 
place to protect them in case of injury while working 
outside the borders of South Africa or when workers' 
compensations can not provide cover, could improve 
your reputation in the market place, prevent skilled 
people from leaving your employ and facilitate the 
quicker return to the workplace due to sufficient 
insurance to take care of employees in these cases.
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If your product/component or workmanship caused injury or damage, what sort of injury or damage 
could be caused?

Defective Workmanship is automatically included under the Products liability 
section. Inefficacy can be purchased as an extension to the Products liability 
section. 

In your product/manufacturing/construction processes on third party premises, are there any risks 
or exposures that you are vulnerable to?

How difficult is it to manage all safety standards while working on third party premises?

Are there other parties involved in your supply chain that you don’t have a direct oversight of?

Client
Benefit

Protecting your business with Product and Defective workmanship liability cover 
is critical for any company manufacturing, supplying or retailing a product, 
component or ingredient in a finished product.
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Has your business experienced a product recall situation before?

What were the costs associated with that for your business?

Product recall costs can be insured provided 
that we receive a full recall plan.

In the recall situation, how important are the tasks like media communication and correspondence to 
the involved/general client base, transportation in connection with the return of the product, destroying 
the product if the situation requires it?

Client
Benefit

Product recall cover will cover the media 
communication cost, cost of transportation of 
the products back to your premises or cost of 
destroying the product. This is a costs cover to 
mitigate against future larger losses that would 
be imminent if the product were not recalled.
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In which countries do you operate?

Cover can be extended to include North America as this is excluded under a 
standard policy.

Is protection in other countries important to you?

Could the liability arising from that damage exceed the cover under your motor policy?

Does the motor liability under your motor policy include territories outside of South Africa?

Client
Benefit

Cover for claims arising from USA or Canada can be covered, subject to 
underwriting.
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Is it possible that your companies vehicles could be in an accident?

Increased cover in respect of third party motor liability on an excess of loss basis. 
The primary layer of no less than R2 500 000 is insured under a Motor policy.

Client
Benefit

Injury to third parties and damage to third party property following an accident on 
a South African Road or outside our borders. It is important to note that the Road 
Accident Fund is your first port of call.
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In the process of providing services to your clients, is there a potential of errors, or negligent acts that 
can give rise to a claim from clients?

An extension can be purchased to cover third party 
financial loss caused by any negligent acts, errors or 
omissions of staff.

How difficult is it for your business to give regular training and support to all employees to adhere 
to legislation, regulations and company process to protect you from claims?

How difficult is it for you to monitor all advice given for a fee to make sure that there is no risk 
embedded there?

Do you bill your clients for advice provided or is it included in your service?

Client
Benefit

When advice given for a fee is only part of your service, 
having the correct insurance, could support the business 
in case of advice errors that could lead to some liability 
for the insured. 
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Are passengers being transported in your company vehicles?

Could you be vulnerable to claims from passengers who might be injured in motor accidents?

Do you have a view of how many accidents have happened in your business where passengers being 
transported in your vehicles inside SA (and other countries like Namibia, Botswana, Lesotho, 
Swaziland, Zimbabwe, Mozambique and Malawi) have been injured?  

Could there be cases where the RAF are unable to pay the claim, either because  the funds are 
depleted, or it goes beyond the scope that the RAF provides?

Cover can be extended to cover third party liability emanating from the 
transportation of passengers.

Client
Benefit

Being exposed to claims that the Road Accident Fund is unable to cover, could 
leave your business vulnerable. Having the peace of mind during transporting of 
non fare paying passengers that there is cover in place to cater for liability arising 
from an unfortunate event.
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How subject are you to unpredicted changes in your particular industry?

Looking back has your business lost money due to the behaviour of competitors or external 
changes that you could not predict?

Do you feel more vulnerable due to the ever changing environment business is operating in and 
not always being prepared for how the landscape is changing in unprecedented ways? Looking 
back, has your business lost money due to the behaviour of competitors or external changes, that 
you could not predict?

Covers the Insured's legal liability for financial loss suffered by a third party.

Client
Benefit

There is no injury or damage, but a third party suffers a financial loss. For example, 
a Hotel at the beachfront charges more for sea facing rooms. A new building is 
erected which partially blocks their previous view. They are now required to drop 
their prices and can sue the owners of the new building for pure financial loss. Your 
factory emits toxic fumes that prevents other factories in the area from working 
and as a result they hold you responsible for the financial loss they have suffered.
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Do you transport property owned by third parties?

Is there opportunity for these goods to get damaged or lost from time to time?

Cover for consequential (financial) loss suffered by a third 
party. This extension is ideal for clients who transport 
third party goods.

Client
Benefit

Having insurance in place to cater for damage to third 
party goods, not covered under a Goods in Transit or 
Marine policy, can boost confidence with a supplier to do 
business with you. Consequential Loss could also be 
covered, subject to underwriting.
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Are you in the construction industry?

Are you concerned that the removal of support, foundation or underpinning may cause damage to 
third party property?

Optional extension available for contractors or clients in the construction industry.

Client
Benefit

During your construction activities, you are protected from unforeseen or 
accidental weakening of support, foundation or underpinning.
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Do you have third party property in your care, custody and control?

Cover for consequential (financial) loss suffered by a third party. This extension is 
ideal for clients who store third party goods.

Are you storing tangible products as a professional service?  

What is the risk of these products to getting damaged and being vulnerable to a claim from a client?

Client
Benefit

Having the reassurance that the insurance covers the loss of products not being 
available and then having a financial impact on the client.
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How frequently are you dealing with claims?

Continued claims reporting option available for up to 36 months if a company is 
liquidated or ceases to operate. 

Due to the frequency of claims, are you concerned that you could be faced with claims after a 
policy cancellation?

Client
Benefit

Your business is protected, avoiding unnecessary surprises or negative financial 
impact that you could be unprepared for in the 36 months beyond the end date 
of the policy. 
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Do you take care of third party property during your service cycle?

How possible is it for something to go wrong with the third party’s property? 

Peace of mind and insurance protection if the Insured handles or stores third party 
goods.

Client
Benefit

Cover for goods in the Insured's care, custody and control for the purpose of 
storage, repair etc.
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How complex could the process to gather information to support claims being made against you be, 
and to defend such a claim?

Covering the Insured's claims preparation costs (with our written consent). 

Do you have financial resources to cover preparing and certifying documents, expert witnesses and 
investigation of the information to furnish claims?

Client
Benefit

Knowing that you have the resources for preparing and certifying documentation, 
preparing witnesses, doing the investigative work to prepare the claim's response, 
will protect you from having sudden and unprepared costs regarding a claim 
against your business.
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